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Abstract
The EU regulatory system is undergoing a major overhaul. Several new pieces of legislation are now in place to enforce harmonisation and transparency in clinical trials while ensuring data security and individual privacy. New and aspiring medical writers need to be aware of trends in the regulatory landscape to adapt to new requirements in technical documentation. This article is an overview of the evolving trends in EU regulations for medical devices (Medical Device Regulation and In-Vitro Device Regulation) and data compliance (General Data Protection Regulation and EMA Policy 0070), and the impact of artificial intelligence (AI) on the global medical writing market.

Background
The European market comprises of 28 member states of the European Union (including the UK), the European Economic Area (Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway), Switzerland, and Turkey. As free movement of goods is a key strength of the European Single Market, there are critical regulations (as listed in the 2016 version of the Blue Guide on EU products) in place to ensure safety and quality of products.1 Pharmaceutical and medical device regulations are important to ensure safety and efficacy of medicines, and protect public health. The EU has witnessed considerable overhaul of the regulatory system for clinical trials and medical devices in the last few years to create a centralised and transparent procedure of assessment that can be implemented across member states. Bio-pharma and medical device companies are required to submit documents for approval of both new and existing products that are in line with regulations. The following sections discuss key regulations and trends that are of interest to medical writers.

New EU medical device regulations
The European medical devices market is the second largest in the world after the US, worth around $115 billion in 2017, with nearly half a million different types of medical devices made by more than 27,000 companies.2 The Active Implantable Medical Devices Directive (AIMDD) 90/385/EEC,3 the Medical Devices Directive (MDD) 93/42/EEC4 were introduced in 1992, and the In-Vitro Diagnostics Directive (IVDD) 98/79/EC5 was introduced in 1998 to ensure harmonised standards to compliance. These directives defined the “essential requirements”, which are standards met by the manufacturer for the design and production of the device, its risk assessment and product marking to get the Conformité Européenne (CE) marking on the device. The MDDs defined three categories of devices based on risk assessment:
- Low-risk Class I devices for which the...
The EU has witnessed considerable overhaul of the regulatory system for clinical trials and medical devices in the last few years, in order to create a centralised and transparent procedure of assessment that is valid throughout the EU.

Under the MDD, once a medical device receives its CE mark in one country, the manufacturer is free to market it to other countries within the EU. Thus, the MDDs supported the creation of a single market for medical devices in Europe. However, their interpretation and implementation was left to the discretion of national governments.

In 2010, a global scandal erupted over breast implants, when it was discovered that the French company Poly Implant Prothèse was using silicone to fill rupture-prone implant units. In 2012, the US FDA published a report on medical devices approved in Europe but not in the US due to safety concerns. Several other adverse events linked to medical devices were reported between 2015 and 2018 that exposed the need for a regulatory overhaul in the EU.

Medical Device Regulation and In-Vitro Device Regulation

The MDR provides a 3-year transition period to May 26, 2020, and the IVDR a 5-year transition period to May 26, 2022. By these dates, certification of all new devices and recertification of existing devices must comply with these regulations. The regulations will take effect in every EU member state, and will not require any national legislation for implementation.

Impact of the EU MDR and IVDR

The MDR incorporates features from the MEDDEVs that will oversee a shift from a pre-approval method toward CE marking, to a product life-cycle approach to improve robustness, transparency, and traceability of the regulatory system. The regulation emphasises on responsibility for all actors in a product’s life-cycle to establish high levels of product safety and performance. The regulatory transition will affect all stages of device development including production, distribution, and monitoring. Major changes include:

Reclassification of some medical devices

There are additional classification rules to consider when classifying a medical device, and some revisions to the existing rules. The term “medical device” is now expanded to include products meant for disease diagnosis, implanted cosmetic devices, and products that do not have a direct medical intent (e.g., sterilisation products, condoms, fillers). The changes in classification of medical devices may mean that many devices will be placed in a higher-risk class and subject to additional regulatory requirements. Another major amendment is the recognition of software that is used to diagnose or treat disease (both standalone and embedded in a device) as a medical device, and subject to conformity assessment based on its developmental cycle, risk management, and
validation. Devices that are introduced to or absorbed by the body are placed in a separate classification system. The key changes brought about in the IVDR include genetic testing, performance evaluation, reference laboratory testing and a new risk classification system for in-vitro devices (IVDs), and NB involvement in majority of IVD certifications.

Role of economic operators
The new regulation provides guidelines on the responsibilities of all economic operators (including manufacturers, distributors, suppliers, subcontractors, assemblers, and authorised representatives) in the supply chain for a medical device with regard to its technical documentation, labelling, complaint submissions, and post-marketing surveillance.

Changes to notified bodies
NBs will be subjected to greater scrutiny by CAs; strict designation requirements and evaluation of NBs to monitor and assess their capabilities may mean that a number of NBs may not be re-notified. Designated NBs will work closely with the European Commission to ensure that their clinical evaluation and post-market clinical follow-up plans are adequate before gaining certificates for certain classes of devices, and will be required to follow stricter procedures in conformity assessments of high-risk Class III medical devices.

Unique Device Identifiers (UDIs) and implant cards
Manufacturers are required to include UDI trackers along with the technical documentation for the device. The UDI is the key identifier of a medical device in the manufacturer’s database and distribution chain, in the European Database on Medical Devices (EUDAMED), on certificates, and on the Declaration of Conformity. The UDI will be used in reporting serious incidents and safety correction actions, and in identifying counterfeit devices. Implant cards are required to carry information on the device lifetime and follow-up procedures for all implantable devices.

Clinical evidence
Under the EU’s MDD 93/42/EEC, clinical evaluation reports (CERs) and CE certifications were based on product equivalency. The new MDR requires technical documents relevant to each stage of the product cycle. In addition, the MDR requires all existing “legacy” medical devices to undergo conformity assessment according to the level of risk, even if previously approved under the MDD/AIMDD i.e., no “grandfathering” of devices will be considered. Stronger clinical data, including post-market safety and performance data are required for the certification and recertification of medical and in-vitro devices. There will be tighter regulations for compliance based purely on equivalence, requiring in-depth assessments and increased expectations of NBs, and rigorous technical documentation methods.

Posts-marketing safety and surveillance
Unlike pharmaceutical drugs, the control point of medical devices is through post-marketing surveillance rather than pre-marketing tests. The EU, under the MDDs, relied on a decentralised approach where national regulators were responsible for collecting incident reports, and devices were reassessed if safety issues were raised. Under the MDR, it is no longer sufficient for manufacturers to review and analyse complaints registered on their databases. Companies are required to be proactive in gathering information about their devices. Technical documentation under the MDR now requires a post-market surveillance (PMS), post-market clinical follow-up plan (PMCF) and periodic safety update reports (PSUR) that address two main concerns:

- Is the device safe and does it perform its intended function?
- How can the device be improved?

The EUDAMED database
EUDAMED stores regulatory information from manufacturers and NBs and serves as an information exchange platform (a registry for manufacturers, medical devices, adverse incidents, authorized representatives, and Declarations of Conformity) between the European Commission and Competent Authorities of the member states. Under the MDR, it will also store information on post-marketing safety and surveillance activities, PSURs, safety and clinical performance reports (SSCP), device registrations, NBs, certificates, serious incidents, clinical investigation data, and UDI Information.

Ultimately, the MDR aims to bring post-marketing surveillance of devices into a continuous product evaluation and improvement cycle that is linked to risk management information on the EUDAMED platform.

The challenges ahead
The MDR requires adherence to stricter regulations to ensure safety of medical devices; it also requires all medical devices to conform to the regulation by May 26, 2020. While companies will have until May 26, 2022 before the IVDR takes effect, ensuring compliance under this regulation will be a bigger challenge; under the IVDR, nearly 85% of IVDs (an estimated 35,000 IVDs) will require clinical evidence for regulatory approval, compared to 7% under the IVDD.

The MDR/IVDR also requires all NBs functioning under the MDDs to apply for their NB designation, which must be approved before the NBs can proceed with conformity assessment procedures for devices. Due to stringent requirements for NB designation, the number of NBs could be much lower than before; the EC estimates designating 20 NBs by the end of 2019.19 Brexit adds another layer of complexity as the UK NBs certify a substantial number of medical devices for the EU market; the EC states that in case of no-deal Brexit, all devices certified by UK NBs must comply with the EU import requirements.13 Further, as of July 2019, the EC has designated only two NBs for the MDR (BSI UK and TÜV SÜD)14 and none for the IVDR, which will increase the NB workload and add to the challenges that manufacturers will face in ensuring compliance.

Medical devices typically have short lifecycles (2–5 years), fast development timelines, and tough market competition. The rigorous requirements for certification under the MDR/IVDR, and the increased demand for clinical and safety data for medical devices are likely to delay their CE marking, and increase barriers to entry in the European market. Companies may have to review their portfolios to assess whether there will be sufficient return on investment for certain products to remain...
viable. Upgrading and implementing a quality management system to encompass the entire life-cycle of a device can also require significant financial investment, which will have an impact on small and mid-sized companies. As a result, some estimates indicate that the number of certified devices entering the EU market could reduce by 30%, and that up to 50% of devices could die out.15

Traditionally, the EU was the first market to receive new medical technology, as the MDDs provided quicker channels to implementation for new medical devices than the FDA. One consequence of the MDR/IVDR would be that companies seek to develop and launch their products outside Europe at first, and enter the European market once they have gathered sufficient clinical and post-market surveillance data. Companies that relied on EU certification to market their products in other countries (e.g., Australia and the US) may re-evaluate their sales strategies and opt to obtain market clearance outside the EU.16 The US FDA has announced its strategic priorities during the 3-year MDR transition period to take steps to "reduce the time and cost of generating clinical evidence, typically the most expensive and lengthy regulatory requirement for marketplace entry" while balancing pre-market and post-market data collection to make the system easier to navigate.15 Meanwhile, Latin American countries with faster marketing approval processes are also emerging as an attractive option for medical device companies.17

The months leading to May 27, 2020, when the MDR takes effect will present a lot of uncertainty and challenges for medical technology companies. At the same time, the increase in documentation required for medical device approval means that more medical writing opportunities will become available. Medical writers will be able participate in developing technical documentation for entire product life-cycles, and gain deeper insights into the fast-developing, innovative medical technology industry.

GDPR vs. EMA Policy 0070 – A balancing act

The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)18 is a set of compliance regulations that came into effect on May 25, 2018, to harmonise data protection and privacy of all EU citizens across all member states. According to the GDPR, personal data are:

... any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural, or social identity of that natural person.

The GDPR applies to any organisation that handles data that comes from EU citizens, including companies based in the EU and those that collect (controllers) or process (processors) data from EU citizens. It is a complex regulation that identifies data as anything that can identify an individual directly or indirectly; non-compliance can result in significant financial penalties. The scope of GDPR in healthcare broadly encompasses these key takeaways:

- Strict definition of patient consent while acquiring personal data – organisations are expected to obtain explicit consent for the collection and storage of all personal data, and to be transparent about its intended use.
Removal of patient data or the patient’s right to be forgotten – organisations can no longer hold personal data indefinitely and are required to delete all information permanently upon a patient’s request.

Data protection – all organisations that collect and store patient data must take measures to ensure security, pseudonymisation, and data privacy to avoid compromising patient data. Risk assessment procedures must be in place to address any data breaches.

The EU Clinical Trial Regulation 546/2014 (which replaced the EU Clinical Trial Directive No. 2001/20/EC) aims to harmonise clinical trial submission and assessment across EU member states, and ensure highest standard of safety for trial participants and transparency of information sharing.

Under EMA Policy 0070, companies are required to make GDPR-compliant public disclosure of selected clinical trial documents in a public portal. The policy is applicable to trials conducted within and outside the EU; including approved, disapproved, and withdrawn marketing authorisation applications.

The two legislations make it imperative for organizations to find the right way to balance data protection and privacy requirements with transparency and public disclosure. Anonymisation of participants is essential to ensure privacy and prevent re-identification of patients in trial documents that are disclosed to the public. To ensure highest standard of data protection, clinical trial documents under EMA 0070 policy will be disclosed in two phases:

- Phase I concerns disclosure of common technical document (CTD) clinical overview (Module 2.5), clinical summaries (Module 2.7), Clinical Study Reports (CSR) and its appendices (including the protocol and its amendments, case report forms, and statistical analysis plans).
- Phase II will include the publication of anonymised individual patient data, and will be implemented after Phase I disclosures are complete.
This requires the practice of rigorous methodology and anonymisation techniques in preparing trial documents. Proactive anonymisation can be used by removing (e.g., patient name and geographic location) or replacing sensitive information (e.g., banding, where age is replaced by age range, or calendar dates by relative dates) to avoid redaction during public disclosure of documents. To ensure transparency during redaction, an anonymisation report that includes the methods of redaction and their impact on data quality is required.21,22 A risk assessment plan is also critical for mapping out the procedures to follow in case of a re-identification attack.

In addition to ensuring compliance in clinical trial documents, it is essential that information on all other platforms (e.g., journal publications, company websites, regulatory agency websites, congress abstracts and posters, patient organisation websites) is consistent with clinical trial data on public databases. Medical writers have a critical role in ensuring a balance between public disclosure of trial documents without compromising GDPR compliance, maintaining transparency, and gaining public trust.

**Artificial intelligence and medical writing**

The fast-evolving artificial intelligence (AI) technology has the potential to disrupt every stage of the $63 billion clinical trials market, from drug design, patient recruitment and medication adherence, to gathering real-world evidence.23,24

Some of the challenges that AI-enabled technology can be used to address include:

**The challenge of real-world evidence**

Traditional clinical trials are the gold standard for evaluating a drug’s risk/benefit profile, but are not comprehensive enough to explain how the drug will perform in the ‘real world’ with a heterogeneous patient population. Real-world evidence (RWE) is information derived from real world data (RWD), or health data acquired outside of a clinical trial i.e., during clinical practice. The need for RWD exists because conventional approaches to drug development are time and cost-intensive (exceeding 8 years in development with costs of over $2 billion), and come with no guarantee for success. Therefore, it is important to analyse and integrate RWE in healthcare to empower physicians, and provide patient-focused treatments while reducing healthcare costs.

The second annual RWE Benchmarking Survey from Deloitte reports that 90% of pharmaceutical companies are building RWE analytic capabilities through the entire product cycle via investments, technology, and external collaborations.25 RWE is useful both in improving clinical trial design and execution through upstream incorporation of RWE-driven expertise (e.g., use of synthetic control arm instead of an actual control arm), as well as monitoring post-launch safety of drugs.

The process of collecting and using RWE is not straightforward, and there is a dearth of standardised and reliable procedures that can be integrated in clinical studies. Typical sources of RWD include insurance claims, electronic health records (EHR), patient registries, patient-generated data (e.g., mobile and wearables, or “Internet of Things” devices), patient-reported outcomes, and social media insights. How useful data can be extracted from these diverse channels and analysed for clinical investigations in a GDPR-compliant manner remains a challenge.26 Automation of data extraction, retention and expiry can help ease the burden of regulatory compliance while enabling companies to capture and evaluate valuable RWD.

**Data mining in pharmacovigilance**

The WHO defines pharmacovigilance (PV) as “the science and activities relating to the detection, assessment, understanding, and prevention of adverse effects or any other drug-related problem”.27 With the advent of digital media, the number of adverse events (AEs) reported has increased dramatically; in 2017, the FDA received reports of over 1.8 million AEs related to drug use, a 400% increase from the 363,171 reports it received in 2007.28 To build robust drug safety surveillance systems, pharma companies are seeking to mine “big data” to identify AEs from other electronic data sources, including EHRs, medical literature, and social media.29 The sheer volume of available data raises the cost of collecting, evaluating, processing, and reporting of AEs. Companies are increasingly turning to PV automation to streamline process steps, reduce time and labour costs, and speed information delivery while ensuring compliance. Examples include robotic automation of manual steps that do not require human intervention, and AI-enabled approaches where the PV system can interpret and analyse the source documents, perform seriousness assessment and medical review on appropriate content.

**Can AI-enabled technology replace medical writers?**

Given the range of AI-enabled functions, there is now an increasing interest in its applications in regulatory documentation. The ultimate concern for medical writers is whether AI and machine learning can replace their role in preparing technical documents.

Following the EMA 0070 policy, there is interest in using AI applications in redacting sensitive information from clinical trial documents. While AI-enabled automation so far has not made major inroads into regulatory writing, technologies that enable automation of at least part of the regulatory document preparation are already available. For example, Synchrogenix has developed an innovative platform combining SaaS-based AI and natural-language processing technology that uses context-based understanding in automated authoring tasks.30 The Synchrogenix AI tool is capable of taking information from previous study documents including CTDs, statistical analysis plans, tables, and figures, and placing them under the right sections of a CSR. Recent reports about the first AI-generated textbook using machine learning,31 automation of scientific writing and literature research through neural networks32,33 carry the promise of speeding up scientific and technical document preparation, and are likely to be widely used by medical writers in the future.

The sweeping regulatory changes in recent years are proving to be a rich opportunity for growth in medical writing. In fact, according to a report by Acumen Research and Consulting, from 2019–2026, the global medical writing market is expected to grow to US$3.6 billion.34 For PhDs seeking to transition outside academia, there has never been a more exciting time to be a medical writer.35
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